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QUESTION 1

You are adding a system to a running cluster. You have successfully performed these steps on the system that you are
adding: 

1.

 Installed, configured, and tested all application resources required 

2.

 Installed VCS 

3.

 Configured and started VCS communications (LLT and GAB) 

What is the next step that you perform? 

A. Update the resource attributes to enable resources to run on the new system 

B. Update the service group attributes to enable groups to run on the new system 

C. Change the cluster attribute for VCS user names to match accounts on the new system 

D. Change the owner of the system attributes so that all cluster systems are the same 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What are two requirements for configuring disk-based I/O fencing on supported storage arrays? (Select two.) 

A. Cluster File System Option enabled 

B. Arrays with SCSI3-PR enabled 

C. A minimum of two private heartbeat connections 

D. LUNs visible within the vxdisk list output 

E. LUNs validated with the hacf -verify command 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Under which condition can a service group be AutoDisabled? 

A. When hashadow cannot restart HAD on a system 
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B. When the system is in a jeopardy membership 

C. When a firm service group dependency exists between two service groups and the parent service group fails 

D. When a firm service group dependency exists between two service groups and the child service group fails 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which type of Veritas Cluster Server service group dependency permits a parent group to be brought online when the
child group is offline? 

A. Offline local 

B. Online local 

C. Online remote 

D. Offline remote 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A failover service group uses the Process agent to start and stop an application and to monitor a list of processes. After
bringing the group to an ONLINE state on a cluster system, you kill the monitored processes. The Enabled and Critical
attributes of the resource are both set to a value of 1. The RestartLimit attribute for the resource is still set to the default
value. Which action will VCS take? 

A. Increment the TotalFault attribute 

B. Initiate service group failover 

C. Automatically restart the application 

D. Take the service group offline without failover 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator is merging two Veritas clusters that are already configured and running. The two clusters are already
sharing private interconnect networks. Which directive in the /etc/llttab file must be updated? 

A. Set-cluster 

B. Set-node 

C. Set-mode 
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D. Set-system 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 

Given the configuration in the exhibit, in which two ways are resources or the service group affected? (Select two.) 

A. Any resource fault leads to a faulted state for the resource. 

B. Any resource fault leads to the service group failing over. 
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C. Any resource fault will lead to the service group being taken offline. 

D. Any resource fault will leave the service group partially online. 

E. Any resource fault detected leads to the service group remaining online. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 8

When run in a two node cluster, what does the lltstat -nvv command show? 

A. only LLT information for the node the command was run on 

B. LLT information for all configured nodes in the cluster 

C. LLT information for any cluster nodes attached to the same switch 

D. only LLT information for nodes verified by Veritas Cluster Server to be active 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator needs to manually add a new resource type to a running cluster. 

What should the administrator do after installing the agent software on each Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) node? 

A. Generate the appropriate hatype commands with hacf -addtype 

B. Use the hatype command to add the new resource type 

C. Stop and restart VCS so that the new resource type is recognized as valid 

D. Use the hares command to add the new resource type to the cluster 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which method would be the most beneficial to protect the cluster when faced with intermittent network issues on the
private heartbeat links? 

A. Implement Quorum resource to protect heartbeat links 

B. Implement a low-pri heartbeat on the public NIC in the configuration 

C. Implement a Steward Process to watch the private heartbeats in the environment 

D. Implement a Virtual Business Service to provide arbitration across cluster nodes 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which Veritas Cluster Server command should be used to change OnlineRetryLimit for all Mount resources? 

A. haattr 

B. hagrp 

C. hatype 

D. haagent 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which statement is true about configuring the parent and child relationships among the resources in a service group? 

A. The parent resources require the child resources. 

B. Child resources can only have one parent resource. 

C. The child resources require the parent resources. 

D. Parent resources can only have one child resource. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Given a service group where FailOverPolicy=Load, which system attribute does HAD use to determine the failover
target? 

A. Capacity 

B. Load 

C. Prerequisites 

D. AvailableCapacity 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

A newly created failover service group configured with resources remains offline when the cluster is started. 
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Which attribute should an administrator investigate to determine why the service group remains offline? 

A. AutoStartList 

B. AutoStartIfPartial 

C. AutoStartPolicy 

D. StartList 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Which Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) utility is used to verify a configuration file and can also be used by the VCS engine
to load a configuration file at runtime? 

A. hacf 

B. haconf 

C. haclus 

D. haverify 

Correct Answer: B 
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